AI Guides
AI & Copyright Infringement

AI systems can create music, paintings, poetry and books. Such systems have created
works based on Dutch masters’ paintings, Kayne West rap lyrics and research texts
about lithium-ion batteries
Training AI systems using third party works may infringe the third party’s copyright.
Both the inputs and outputs of an AI system have the potential to infringe.

At present in Australia, there have
been no cases dealing with copyright
infringement in respect of an AI system.
Training an AI system
In order to train an AI system to create
a work, the AI system must be provided
with data (eg. 6,000 Kayne West lyrics).
The data is fed into the system and the
system creates rules based on the input
data to produce its own work (eg. a new
rap song).
Sometimes the input data will not be
capable of being a copyright work. For
example, copyright will not subsist in
raw data or values, such as weather or
tidal data (provided these have not been
compiled in a database).
Infringement issues won’t arise where
the input data is old, because the
copyright in the input data will have
expired. For example, the “Next
Rembrandt” project fed numerous

Rembrandt paintings into an AI system
and the AI system produced a new work
based on those paintings. There was
no copyright infringement as Rembrandt
died in 1669. (Copyright expires 70
years after the author’s death.)

decided. There is no specific exception
for TDM in the Australian Copyright Act.

Things get more complicated where the
copyright has not expired in the input
data.

If the AI system has created the work
independently of the earlier work, there
will be no copyright infringement even if
the AI system has generated a work that
resembles the earlier work. (This will be
a harder argument to make where the
claimant’s work was part of the input
data.)

Varying approaches have emerged
around the world. A recent EU directive
introduced a narrow exception to
copyright infringement, known as the
“text and data mining (TDM) exception”
for researchers only. The directive also
introduced a broader TDM exemption
for any entity, but on an “opt-out”
basis (ie, copyright holders can optout of making their works available for
TDM). In the United States, the fair use
defence to copyright infringement could
permit the use of copyright works to
train AI systems but this has not been

The AI system’s outputs
Will the AI system’s outputs infringe the
copyright in an earlier work?

There may be an infringement if the AI
system produces a work that is a direct
or indirect copy of an earlier copyright
work (or if the works are substantially
similar). For example, if an AI system is
trained exclusively on Lady Gaga songs
and creates a song that sounds just like
an existing Lady Gaga song.
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 The producer or alternatively the
director of the work (using film
concepts) is the owner of the
copyright in the AI created work.
Until the law is reformed or clarified, the
question of ownership of IP in AI created
works is uncertain in Australia.
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